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* Biblical principles
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frameworks
*The Bible gives
permission,
authorization to
address

A “Rooting” Sermon
• Makes the case for why it is not only acceptable, but necessary,
for ministers to preach about contemporary justice issues and
for churches to discuss them.

• This sermon helps congregations
understand that dialogue about
important – even controversial –
issues is grounded in the witness of
scripture.

Where do we find community
deliberation in the Bible?
• Moses appointing elders (after Jethro’s sage advice)
– Exodus Chapter 18
• Phineas and the Israelites deliberating and avoiding
a war – Joshua Chapter 22
• Ezra-Nehemiah rebuilding the temple, restoring
community and worship after returning from exile
• The Acts of the Apostles – difficulties, debates,
discernment and decisions about the early church
• Highly recommended: Scripture and
Discernment: Decision Making in the Church by
Luke Timothy Johnson (Nashville: Abingdon,
1983)

Interpreting Scripture and
Preaching Through a
“Dialogical Lens”

1. Point out the dialogical aspects of
the passage.
• In broad terms, describe how this passage of the Bible is
an instance of conversation, dialogue, or some other kind
of interchange.
• Who is the (presumed) author, and who was the intended
audience?
• What were the social, cultural, and political forces either
in the background or directly present in the passage?
• What other books or authors in the Bible are implicitly in
conversation with this text or author?
• If the story is a narrative, who are the characters? Who
speaks? Who is in the background? Who is in the scene
but silent?

2. Determine what’s at stake.
• What is the presenting issue?
• What are the fears or concerns of the author, the
audience, or the characters?
• What are they afraid of losing?
• What or who is threatening to them?
• What are the overt or underlying tensions or
conflicts?

3. Identify the values.
• The deeper ideals and principles that underlie a
character’s actions or writer’s intentions.
• What is important to them? What do they
cherish and hold dear?
• What is their “best self” that could emerge?

3. Identify the values.
• Find the overlap – and the gaps.
• What desires, fears, and values do the characters
or figures share? In other words, where are
points of commonality among or between them?
• At the same time, where are there vast
differences? What are the things the dialogue
partners are unlikely to agree upon?

4. Explain how God, Jesus, and/or the Holy
Spirit is active.
• What is God doing in the midst of this
interchange?
• Is God’s action explicit, implicit, or apparently
absent?
• How is the larger community wrestling with or
expressing their faith in God?

5. Recognize what the dialogue is teaching us.
• What is this exchange, dialogue, or conversation
teaching us about what it means to be church in
the midst of contentious public issues?
• What can we learn about being faithful people
who engage the conflicts and sin of the world,
while maintaining the commitment to grace,
hope, and love?
• What can we determine about who God is, what
God does, and what God intends for us based on
this interchange and dialogue in the passage?

6. Suggest possible next steps.
• What are next steps we might take based on
what this biblical passage models for us?
• Are we sensing God’s invitation to engage public
concerns?
• Are we being invited into dialogue with each
other, with this passage, and with God about
specific justice issues?

6. Suggest possible next steps.
• Are we learning what not to do based on what
we see in this text?
• Are there common values we share that can be
the basis for our response to a societal matter?
• What kind of church shall we be, knowing what
the Bible models for us, and knowing what
challenges our community is facing?

This initial “rooting”
sermon makes the case
that we are permitted,
authorized, encouraged,
and even urged to preach
about public issues
because Scripture has
already opened the
conversation for us – we
need only to step into it.

Let’s try it!

Applying the Dialogical Lens to a scriptural passage
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Point out the dialogical aspects of the passage.
Determine what is at stake.
Identify the values.
Explain how God, Jesus, and/or the Holy Spirit is active.
Recognize what the dialogue is teaching us.
Suggest possible next steps.

Mark 9:2-9
The Transfiguration
2 Six days later, Jesus took with him Peter and James and John, and led them
up a high mountain apart, by themselves. And he was transfigured before
them, 3 and his clothes became dazzling white, such as no one on earth could
bleach them. 4 And there appeared to them Elijah with Moses, who were
talking with Jesus. 5 Then Peter said to Jesus, “Rabbi, it is good for us to be
here; let us make three dwellings, one for you, one for Moses, and one for
Elijah.” 6 He did not know what to say, for they were terrified. 7 Then a cloud
overshadowed them, and from the cloud there came a voice, “This is my Son,
the Beloved; listen to him!” 8 Suddenly when they looked around, they saw no
one with them any more, but only Jesus. 9 As they were coming down the
mountain, he ordered them to tell no one about what they had seen, until
after the Son of Man had risen from the dead.

1. Point out the dialogical aspects of the passage.

a. Presumed author, and intended audience?
b. Social, cultural, and political forces either in
the background or directly present in the
passage?
c. Other books or authors in the Bible implicitly
in conversation with this text or author?

a. The author of Mark (specific identity
unknown) wrote this Gospel at least 30 years
after Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection – a
generation after the original events. Original
audience was likely a mix of Jewish and
Gentile believers living with various degrees
of persecution within the Roman Empire.
b. The Transfiguration takes place against the
backdrop of the Greco-Roman culture with
its polytheism and idolatry of the emperor.
c. The revelation comes on a mountain,
recalling God’s revelation to Moses in Exodus
3 and 24. Elijah was expected to appear
before the coming of the Messiah (Mal. 4:5).

1. Point out the dialogical aspects of the passage.

d. Characters? Who speaks? Who is in the
background? Who is in the scene but silent?

d. Characters: Jesus, Peter, James, John,
Moses, Elijah, voice of God
1. Moses and Elijah speak with Jesus, but
not with the disciples.
2. The disciples speak with Jesus but do
not address the prophets.
3. God speaks to all of them.

2. Determine what’s at stake

A. Presenting issue? What does each of them want?
B. Fears or concerns of the author, the audience, or
the characters? What are they afraid of losing?
What or who is threatening to them?
C. Overt or underlying tensions or conflicts?

a. Previous chapter (8:27-38) is the question
about Jesus’ identity: “Who do you say that I
am?” The Transfiguration is God’s answer to
that question.
b. In 8:32-33, Jesus chastised Peter for not
setting his mind on “divine things.” At the
Transfiguration, Peter’s mind is definitely set
on divine things! Yet he wants to create
three tabernacles – foolishly trying to house
the holy.
c. 9:9 is another example of the “Messianic
secret” – Jesus repeatedly telling his
followers not to reveal his identity until after
the resurrection.

3. Identify the values

A. What is important to author/audience/characters?
What do they cherish and hold dear?

1. They value that which is holy,
sanctified, set apart.
2. They honor and venerate the
prophets.
3. They all honor and venerate
Jesus.

3. Identify the values

B. What is their “best self” that could emerge?
C. Where do values overlap, points of commonality?
What desires, fears, and values do the characters or
figures share?
D. Where are there gaps? What are the things the
dialogue partners are unlikely to agree upon?

1. This is a formative experience for
the three disciples – the
transfiguration is the lens through
which they will observe and
participate in the rest of Jesus’s
ministry and teaching, his arrest,
trial, crucifixion and resurrection.
2. But there is still incongruence
between what Jesus wants for
them and from them and what
they want (tabernacles v. living in
the world as Jesus calls them to
live).

4. Explain how God, Jesus,
and/or the Holy Spirit is active.

A. What is God doing in the midst of this interchange?
B. Is God’s action explicit, implicit, or apparently absent?
C. How is the larger community wrestling with or
expressing their faith in God?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Jesus “took” and “led” the disciples.
Jesus conferred with the prophets.
Jesus was “transfigured.”
God speaks to all of them about
who Jesus is (my Son, the Beloved)
and what they are to do in response
(listen to him).
5. Jesus instructs them to keep silent
about what they saw until the
resurrection.

5. Recognize what the dialogue is teaching us.
a.

A. What is this exchange, dialogue, or
conversation teaching us about what it
means to be church in the midst of
contentious public issues?

Like the church in Mark’s time, the church today
is also pulled in many directions and questioned
by those who seek to undermine its purpose
and weaken the faith of believers.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Political divides: disputing, denying election
results
Covid-19 issues: Mask v. anti-mask; open church
building or not
Bringing truth, science, and reality itself into
question (QAnon, “alternative facts,” conspiracy
theories)
Denial of white supremacy and systemic racism:
pushback when pastors try to preach or teach
about these issues
Denial of human-caused climate change and
environmental pollution: pushback when pastors
try to preach or teach about these issues

5. Recognize what the dialogue is teaching us.

B. What can we learn about being faithful
people who engage the conflicts and sin of
the world, while maintaining the
commitment to grace, hope, and love?

1. Being the church means being with
people who have different values,
different perspectives, even
misdirected commitments (like the
disciples on the mount of
transfiguration).
2. But notice – Jesus does not kick them
off the mountain when they get it
wrong.

5. Recognize what the dialogue is teaching us.

C. What can we determine about who God is, what
God does, and what God intends for us based on
this interchange and dialogue in the passage?

1. Even when we are afraid as we enter into
highly-charged holy moments (as many
dialogues can be), we can trust Jesus’s
presence among us, assuring us not to fear.
2. How do we hear the voice of God calling us
to “listen to Jesus” in the midst of our
dialogues, our sacred exchanges, our holy
discussions?

6. Suggest possible next steps

A. Next steps we might take based on what
this biblical passage models for us?
B. Public concerns God is inviting us to
engage? Are we being invited into dialogue
with each other, with this passage, and with
God about specific justice issues?

1. We have an opportunity to enter
into “holy dialogue.”
2. Can we be a church that engages
the difficult but necessary
conversations about what it means
to listen to Jesus while existing in a
moral/ethical paradigm that
rewards lying, disinformation, and
undermining truth? What does this
mean for our society, our families
and communities, our church?

How might we (the church) function as a place that invites dialogue
about these issues – the brutal dishonesty of our communications
industry and the realities of race, wealth, and privilege that benefit
from lies, gaslighting, and manipulation through fear?

6. Suggest possible next steps

C. Are we learning what not to do based on
what we see in this text?
D. Common values we share that can be the
basis for our response to a societal matter?

c. Trying to box in the holiness of God
will not work. After the mountain of
revelation, we go back down, but Jesus
goes with us.
d. The story of the Transfiguration
exemplifies the values we should
embrace:
• Prophetic truth-telling: “This is God’s
son, the Beloved!”
• Courage to go back down the
mountain, knowing that we will face
the demons that are awaiting us
(9:14-29).

6. Suggest possible next steps

E. What kind of church shall we be, knowing what the Bible models for us, and knowing what challenges our
community is facing?
• Jesus is taking and leading us to the sacred ground where we will encounter
each other and everything we bring to the mountain: our economic/social
location, our experiences, our gender/sexuality, our race/ethnicity, our
bodies, our different ideas about who God/Jesus is.
• What is one thing we could do to as a church that proclaims Jesus as the
center and source of our moral ethics?
• How can we model basic decency, compassion, caring for the vulnerable,
honoring our neighbors, protecting the weak, and ministering with honesty
in the midst of an abusive, corrupt, and racist system?

6. Suggest possible next steps

E. What kind of church shall we be, knowing what the Bible models for us, and knowing what challenges our
community is facing?
Ultimately, there is a power that is greater than our short-sightedness (Peter
with his tabernacles), longer-lasting than the powers of evil (the demons
depicted throughout the Gospel), more effective than violence (Jesus’s
crucifixion).
It is the power of truth, honesty, discernment, advocating for and protecting
the vulnerable, resisting authoritarian oppression, and casting a vision for the
Realm of God.
This is what God’s voice tells us on the mountain. This is what Jesus’
ministry, life, death, and resurrection were about. This is who God is, what
God does, and what God wants to church to be about.

Your turn!

Applying the Dialogical Lens to upcoming passages
Feb. 7, 2021
Mark 1:29-39
Jesus Heals Many at Simon’s House
29 As

soon as they left the synagogue, they entered the house of Simon and Andrew, with James and
John. 30 Now Simon’s mother-in-law was in bed with a fever, and they told him about her at once. 31 He
came and took her by the hand and lifted her up. Then the fever left her, and she began to serve them.
32 That

evening, at sunset, they brought to him all who were sick or possessed with demons. 33 And the
whole city was gathered around the door. 34 And he cured many who were sick with various diseases,
and cast out many demons; and he would not permit the demons to speak, because they knew him.
35 In

the morning, while it was still very dark, he got up and went out to a deserted place, and there he
prayed. 36 And Simon and his companions hunted for him. 37 When they found him, they said to him,
“Everyone is searching for you.” 38 He answered, “Let us go on to the neighboring towns, so that I may
proclaim the message there also; for that is what I came out to do.” 39 And he went throughout Galilee,
proclaiming the message in their synagogues and casting out demons.
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